Dear all,

As the news of the massacre in Racak came this morning, we sent out a team to see what we could do. The team entered Racak and saw one decapitated man. The team did not go to the ditch where the 40 shot people were found. Almost all the villagers (1500) had left Racak, also the doctor of the local ambulanta, taking he drugs with him. The villagers reported 15 wounded, who were taken into the mountains and are cared for by the doctor. Also people from the villages around seem to have left for the mountains and other villages.

Tomorrow, we will send out two 4-tonnes trucks with relief-items (food (BP5), plastic sheeting, blankets and clothing) for the displaced.

More info tomorrow-evening.

Regards,

Bas

- noms et un lien rendre 15/01
- nouvelles du nom des ranched 16/01

- MSF vole à samadi 16/01 à Racak.
- MSF a envoyé 1 équipe dimanche 17/01 vers Shanija.
- minis d'évaluation avec 18/01 et la même région.